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Pizza Ovens: Fernus Stovetop Pizza-Oven - Pure Polished Aluminium
 

Perfect for inside on your gas stove or outside on your gas burner. FERNUS can be heated up to 350 degrees within 10 minutes, which is the
best temperature for preparing pizzas, flammkuchen or, for example, naan breads. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Normal price: R 7799

Price: R 5499

Ask a question 

ManufacturerFernus 

Description 

Perfect for inside on your gas stove or outside on your gas burner. FERNUS can be heated up to 350 degrees within 10 minutes, which is the
best temperature for preparing pizzas, flammkuchen or, for example, naan breads. Within just 4 minutes, they will be cooked nice and crispy
with the leopard skin print characteristic of wood ovens you may have seen on holiday in Italy.

Features
- The ideal portable pizza oven for indoor or outdoor use
- Easy to place over a gas-stove
- Heats up within 10 minutes up to 350°c
- Very efficient due to optimized airflow
- A cordierite pizza stone, and a pizza scoop are included with Fernus as standard
- The stone guarantees a crispy pizza base
- Similar dimensions to a wok or a large frying pan

Specifications
- Material - Cast aluminium, cordierite pizza stone
- Pizza Stone - Approx. 27 cm (med-size std pizza)
- Temperature Range - 40°c – 350°c

What's in the box
1x Body
1x Pizza scoop and stone
1x Manual

Reviews

Write a review for this product & receive a free discount coupon as well as access to exclusive member content. Please register or login to write
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your review. 
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